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REGIONAL REFUGEE & RESILIENCE PLAN 2016 - 2017
IN RESPONSE TO THE SYRIA CRISIS
social capital

social networks

social cohesion

greater resilience

less isolation

greater inclusion

less resort to extreme coping mechanisms
Perspective-taking
Perspective-breaking
Perspective-taking
Perspective-making

greater understanding, tolerance, acceptance, respect, trust
Strong existing structures

Select based on Data
Training does not lead to impact!

Training + Mentoring & Support
Carefully-facilitated activities using Sport and Arts as a vehicle for change
Carefully-facilitated activities using Sport and Arts as a vehicle for change
Lasting behaviour-change impacts require a series of activities sustained over time.

44 hours of contact time for each participant.
Don’t do something if you can’t measure it!

Indicator-based data

Participatory Evaluation
Mobile phone data collection

Magpi Mobile Data Collection and Messaging

New Features and Improvements

March 2015

Login at www.magpi.com  Email support@magpi.com for technical support
Please view our videos:

About Generations For Peace

How We Work

Generations For Peace UNICEF - Social Cohesion

Generations For Peace - Jordan Schools Programme

Generations For Peace Lebanon - Nariman's Story
Workshop IV.3

Scaling-up

Engaging Municipalities and local leaders

Violent Extremism